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**Executive Summary**

This document is part of a family of reports that illustrates and documents the geographic methods required to properly analyze health data in Alberta. The descriptions and methods used are consistent across these reports. Together they provide all needed information required to properly understand the spatial component of health data.

This report documents the mapping template created within AH&W Surveillance to properly map rate information. This template allows the user to create consistent maps without the need to learn GIS or other tools. The template is written in Visual Basic and resides embedded in an Excel spreadsheet. No additional plug-ins are required thus avoiding some of the restrictions commonly placed by centrally controlled IT support departments.

The template presents the user’s health event data as rates in the form of graphs (rate and standard error), maps, and cartograms (population-based maps).
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I. Introduction

A great demand for health event maps resulted from the creation of AH&W Surveillance. The creation of the branch took place just after the creation of Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) in Alberta in 1994. There was interest in the examination of spatial-temporal patterns in these health data, since much responsibility had been shifted to geographically independent regions. Maps were created for a number of health events using GIS software. A rate-ratio methodology was adopted for all mapping since the rates vary dramatically from one health event to another. The default options for creating area-fill (choropleth) maps in GIS are completely inappropriate for health mapping purposes and yet these types of maps are constantly generated by other jurisdictions. Options such as quantiles for mapping rates result in maps that do not allow any comparisons over time and especially over similar health events.

The rate ratios used were similar to those used in the Cancer Atlas of Alberta. While the rate ratio eliminates many of the problems stated above, it is not able to portray the standard error of the region being mapped. The populations of the regions were dramatically different, therefore the stability of the rate are portrayed in maps and graphs. The problem was temporarily addressed by using patterns to indicate the number of cases within the region. The patterns used increased in ink-coverage as the number of cases increased. The lightest pattern was used when there was only 1 to 2 cases within the region. A denser pattern was used to indicate 3 to 5 cases, denser yet for 6 to 20 cases, and a 100% fill to indicate that there were more than 20 cases.

Map readers were often confused by the combination of five colours with four patterns as it resulted in a maximum of 20 possible pattern-colour combinations within the map. The method did not account for standard error in any manner and any graphs that were produced only showed the regional rates against the provincial rate.

II. Enhanced Mapping Methodology

A new mapping was developed based on a methodology described by Gentleman. The method was first used in a report entitled “Health Trends in Alberta” and has been used for most of the maps portraying rates in all reports generated by AH&W Surveillance.

This method was developed in order to address some issues associated with the variations in population in the Regional Health Authorities (RHA) in Alberta. The population size of a RHA will affect the rate stability associated with that region; rates will be unstable for a small population than for a larger population. The net effect of this methodology is that small variations within a small population will be lessened (or pulled toward the provincial mean) while a small variation with a large population is more important and thus is enhanced (pushed away from the provincial mean). The method listed below is designed to deal with these issues and present the data in a more statistically consistent manner.
The method consists of several steps:

a) Calculate the rates for each region.
b) Calculate the rate for the province.
c) Calculate standard error of a probability of a health event for each regional rate using the following formula:

\[ \sqrt{\frac{p(1-p)}{n}} \]

Where:  
- \( p \) is the rate (estimate of probability) for the region
- \( n \) is the number of births for 1 year OR the summed births for a multi-year calculation
  (n is total population for other health events)

d) Calculate the regional specific standard scores. This is accomplished by subtracting the regional rate from the provincial rate and dividing these by the standard score derived for each region in step 3. This is repeated for every region

\[ \frac{\text{regional rate} - \text{provincial rate}}{\text{regional standard error}} \]

e) Graph the standard scores calculated in step 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2</td>
<td>Significantly Higher than Provincial Average</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>Higher than Provincial Average</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to -1</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 to -2</td>
<td>Lower than Provincial Average</td>
<td>Light Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; -2</td>
<td>Significantly Lower than Provincial Average</td>
<td>Dark Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The black dot represents the value of the rate for each region. The colour of the bars above and below the dot represents the score of the region. The portion of the bar closest to the black dot represents the value for a standard score of 1 or −1, while the part of the bars farthest from the dot represent the value for a score of 2 or −2.
The figure above illustrates how to interpret the graphic for an individual region. The yellow bars are used to show that provincial rate crosses between the 1 and –1 score range. The table lists other colour possibilities by score category.

f) Generate map using the same categories for each region as listed in step 5.

III. Automating Mapping Methodology

The method described above was well suited to the needs of portraying rates and similar health information for a variety of health events. Unfortunately, this methodology required the knowledge (and access) of sophisticated graphing software along with GIS/mapping software. The resulting graphic images had to be combined within a graphics editing package (such as Corel Draw) in order to include these in a report.

The process was very labour intensive and it discouraged an examination of the data using a variety of combinations since there was a serious time commitment associated with the methodology. A number of options were examined to streamline these processes, including a custom stand-alone program. The use of a stand-alone program provided the greatest flexibility in design, but it also presented problems as most users are not authorized to install any software on their own workstations. Since MS Excel is commonly used for a number of basic analyses and since it is available in the desks of most health analysts it was chosen as platform for building the mapping-graphing template that uses the methodology stated above.

Excel contains a basic mapping module based on the technology on which the MapInfo GIS software was developed. The default installation of Excel does not include this module, and a special installation is required in order to add this module. Since most are not authorized users, or have access to the software disks for this type of installation, this option was discarded.

The mapping functionality was built in Visual Basic and included within the spreadsheet as a macro. The graphing functionality in Excel is very basic. Mapping functionality
was enhanced by using Visual Basic and adapting exiting methods to allow for the sophisticated graphing required.

IV. Using the Template

The template contains five worksheets:

- **Data** – This worksheet contains the data entered by the user and the formulas required to calculate rates, standard error, score, and other measures required for making the map and graph.
- **Chart** – This worksheet contains the graph that displays the rate for all regions along with the provincial rate, the standard error for each region, and the assigned category for each region.
- **Map** – This worksheet contains the map and cartogram which show the regions in the colours associated with the score values calculated for each.
- **Legend** – This worksheet contains a list of names of the regions.
- **Help** – This worksheet contains basic help on using the worksheet.

All of these worksheets are properly described below.

To open the template you can double click on the icon or open the Excel spreadsheet once Excel is running. In either circumstance, the following warning appears:
The default settings in Excel warn the user that there is a macro in a spreadsheet in order to avoid hidden macros that may contain viruses. In this case, the macro is required to generate the map, therefore press the “Enable Macros” button. Please note that some installations of Excel require that the user allow macros to run within their spreadsheet. As the file opens, the user is presented with the Data worksheet:

Figure 2: Macro warning
Figure 3: Data worksheet

The user will be required to copy and then paste into the yellow portion of the data worksheet the cases and population information for the health event being examined. The template automatically calculates the rates, standard errors, etc. Please note, however, that these rates are crude rates only as the functionality for creating age-sex standardized rates does not exist within this template. If the user has age-sex standardized rates he/she may paste it in the first light green column. Pasting the rates in this column will delete the formulae and replace them with the appropriate rates calculated elsewhere. The case and population data are still required even if the rate was pasted from an external source. If the calculated provincial rate is different than that calculated by the spreadsheet (cell D3), then the user may also paste this rate into cell D3.

Cell A15 can accept a 0 or a 1. A 0 represents the normal colour settings so that a high rate appears in red and a low rate in green. A value of 1 in this cell reverses the settings so that a high value is presented in green and a low value is presented in red. This type of setting can be used when a high rate is considered a positive factor, such as regular physical exercise.

Cell A18 allows the user to set the rate multiplier so that the “Y” column in the graph shows values that are more appropriate. The user may enter “100” to view percentages, “100,000” to view cases per 100,000, and so on.
Those who are interested in how the standard error or score are calculated may examine any cell in column E or F to determine how this is accomplished. The extra columns on the right are used to “fool” Excel into producing a graph beyond its basics capabilities.

The user may press the purple button (Press here to create the graph and map) only once all of the required information has been entered into the spreadsheet. The macro will cause a number of changes on the screen and finally present the following:

![Figure 4: Map worksheet](image)

The worksheet above presents the map and cartogram. Each region is assigned a colour according to their score (calculated in the Data worksheet). A legend explains the colours assignments. When the colour is reversed (for positive factors, such as regular exercise) so do the legend assignments.

The cartogram presents the same information that appears in the map, except that the regions are not drawn based on their geographic extents. The size of each region is proportional to its population. This graphic is useful in determining the population impact of an observed pattern. For example, if the Calgary Health Region and the Capital Regional Health Authority appear in red and the rest of the province in dark green
the impact of the health event appears to be minor. When the same data is mapped using
a cartogram, it population impact becomes clear (2/3 of the population).

Cell F1 places the current date for reference. Cell I1 looks up the rate multiplier as it
appears in the Data worksheet (cell A18). The user is encouraged to type the name of the
health event and the years of data examined in cells A1 and D1, respectively.

To print this worksheet, the normal printing procedure is followed (File/Print). To copy
the map to the clipboard, press <Shift> <Ctrl> M followed by Edit/Copy. The user may
now paste the map into MS Word, Powerpoint, or other applications. To select the
cartogram, press <Shift> <Ctrl> C followed by Edit/Copy. To select the legend, press
<Shift> <Ctrl> L followed by Edit/Copy. Please note that all of these objects are MS
Office graphic objects and are thus governed by the restrictions posed by that format.
These graphic objects have limits on the number of vertices that are much lower than
those of a GIS and thus many boundaries have a “choppy” appearance. All of these
graphics are quite acceptable for use in presentations and for draft version of a report.
Unfortunately, for final versions of reports, a traditional method of GIS and graphics
illustration package must be used.

The same information also appears in the form of a graph:

Figure 5: Chart worksheet
This view presents a very different view of the same data. While the Map worksheet illustrated the geographic patterns and population impact, this view describes the regional rate, provincial rate, and regional standard error.

Each vertical graphic elements represents a Regional Health Authority (RHA). The Y axis presents the rate as defined by the rate multiplier in cell A18 in the Data worksheet. The dashed line that runs horizontally through the graph represents the provincial rate. The colours assigned to each vertical graphic element are consistent with those that appear for the same RHA in the map and cartogram views.

The dot in the centre of each vertical graphic element represents the rate for that RHA. The vertical distance separating the dot from the start of the coloured bar represents one standard error for that particular RHA. It can be argued that any rate observed within one standard error of the provincial rate is the same as the provincial rate. For example, the rate for region 9 (Northern Lights) is much higher than the provincial rate, however since it also reports a large standard error, the reported rate is considered to be in the same category as the provincial rate. The rate for region 8 (Peace Country) is only slightly above the rate for region 9, but since it has a smaller standard error (resulting from a larger population) its category is different than the region 9’s category. The vertical distance of each coloured bar also represents one standard error. The rate for region 8 is within 1 to 2 standard errors of the provincial rate (since the dashed line appears over the coloured portion of the vertical bar (which represents 1 to 2 standard errors for that region). Region 1 is also between 1 and two standard errors of the provincial rate, but in this case below the provincial rate. If the provincial rate is not within one or two standard errors, then it is placed into a separate category that highlights that the rate is significantly (but not necessarily statistically) different from the provincial mean. In all likelihood, most of these instances will be statistically significant from the provincial mean. Region 6 is significantly lower than the provincial mean as its regional mean is more than two standard errors from the provincial rate.

V. Subregional Template

The template described above was originally constructed for the 17 RHAs that existed prior to 2003. As a result of the amalgamation of these regions, only 9 regions are now available for reporting health data. As these regions have become larger, the regional differences have decreased as the new regions have larger physical area and population. A set of subregional reporting units were created in conjunction with the new 9 RHAs, and these units are described in a document entitled “Small Area Analysis: Definition of Sub-RHA Geographic Units in Alberta”. The resulting 68 subregions have populations large enough to allow for stable rate calculations for a large proportion of health events. Information about rates necessary for mapping at this level appear later in this document.

The success of this methodology lead to requests for maps reporting to this level of information. A postal code to subRHA lookup file was created in order to allow summarizing of any health event data to these boundaries. An EA to subRHA lookup file
was also created in order to allow census data to be summarized at the same level of information.

To complement this technology, a subRHA template has been created. At the current time, it is available on request for research purposes only.

The template is very similar to the RHA mapping/graphing template, except that more worksheets are required due to the greater amount of information being portrayed. The first worksheet after opening the spreadsheet (and receiving the warning about macros).

Figure 6: SubRHA data worksheet

This sheet is very similar to the one that appears in figure 4. The worksheet has been split horizontally in order to show the top and bottom of the sheet at the same time. The user may, once again, paste the case and population data into the yellow section of the worksheet. If age-sex standardized rates have been calculated elsewhere, these can be pasted into column D. The scores are calculated automatically.

The colours can be reversed by entering a “1” in cell A74 in order to portray a positive health event, such percentage of people who quit smoking. The same functionality appears in the RHA mapping template. The rate multiplier can be entered into cell A77 and it offers the same functionality as its equivalent in the RHA mapping template.
Cell A79 accepts values from 0 to 9, and these correspond to the base line used for comparisons. A value of “0” is the default and it corresponds to having every subRHA compared against the provincial rate (as is the case in the RHA mapping template). Other options are available for individual RHAs who wish to compare all the subRHAs within the RHA against the rate for the RHA as a whole. A number of health events have a rural-urban pattern which results in most subRHAs from a single RHA appearing in the same category. By comparing the rates of the subRHAs against the respective RHA, it is possible to determine if there are any issues at a level lower than the RHA. A value of “3” will be entered in the cell if RHA 3 (Calgary) wishes to compare the rates of the Calgary subRHAs against the rate for region 3.

Pressing the purple button executes the macros that generate the maps and graphs. This set of macros runs slower than those in the RHA mapping template as it has to process almost ten times as much information. The provincial map appears in the ABMap worksheet.

![SubRHA ABMap worksheet](image)

**Figure 7: SubRHA ABMap worksheet**

In this worksheet each subRHA is assigned a colour according to the classification of the health data entered in the Data worksheet. A blue line was used on top of the subRHAs...
to help identify the RHA boundaries. The second digit of the subRHA also identifies the membership RHA for the subRHA.

The user is encouraged to enter the name of the health event portrayed by the map in cell A1, and the data years in cell D1. The current date appears in cell F1 and the rate multiplier in cell I1. The legend appears in the bottom left corner of the map.

To select the entire map, press $\langle$Shift$\rangle$ $\langle$Ctrl$\rangle$ M and then Edit/Copy. The graphic in the clipboard can then be pasted into any application, such as MS Word or Powerpoint. To select the legend, press $\langle$Shift$\rangle$ $\langle$Ctrl$\rangle$ L and then Edit/Copy. To select the subRHAs for any particular RHA, press $\langle$Shift$\rangle$ $\langle$Ctrl$\rangle$# where # corresponds to the RHA number (i.e. 5 for East Central), followed by Edit/Copy.

To print the worksheet, simply select File/Print, the entire map fits in an 8.5 x 11” page.

The subRHAs in the two largest areas in the province can not be shown in this map as their geographic size is too small to be discerned at a provincial level. Two separate worksheets were created to accommodate these two urban areas in detail.

Figure 8: SubRHA Capital worksheet
This worksheet is very similar to the AB Map worksheet, except that only the Capital (6) RHA is shown in detail. To select all of this map, press <Shift> <Ctrl>6 and then Edit/Copy. The map may then be pasted in any application.

A similar map is available for the Calgary region.

![SubRHA Calgary worksheet]

This map is similar to the one for the Capital region, with one exception; it does not show the entire RHA as this region is now quite large. It would be impossible to see the subRHAs in the City of Calgary if the entire region was portrayed. Subregions R301 (Banff-Kananaskis) and R304 (Wheatland) are the only missing components, while R302 (Rocky View) and R305 (MD of Foothills) are shown only partially.

A worksheet entitled “Legend” contains a list of all the subRHAs and an assigned name. These names may be revised as these boundaries are used more commonly by the individual RHAs.
In some cases alternative names exist for the same subRHA. In these cases both are included, in separate columns.
Figure 11: SubRHA Legend worksheet alternative names

The graph to accompany these maps is obviously more complex than the graph used for the RHA template, however the logic is consistent.
Once again, the provincial rate appears as a horizontal dashed line. Note, however, that if the value in cell A79 in the Data worksheet is not “0”, then the dashed line will correspond to whatever RHA rate that was selected (1 through 9). As the value in cell A79 in the Data worksheet is changed, the purple button must be pressed again to update the colours in the graph and maps.

The black dots represent the observed rate for each subRHA. The vertical distance from the dot to the start of the bar represents one standard error for that subRHA. The distance between the start and the end of the bar represents another standard error for the same subRHA. The categories and colour assignments are the same as those used for the RHA mapping template. The observed standard errors are larger in this graph, however, as this is the logical outcome from smaller populations.

The labels for each subRHA appear for every second subRHA due to space restrictions. Please use the Legend worksheet to determine the name of each subRHA or examine the map to determine its geographic location.

The rates that appear on the left side (Y axis) correspond to the calculated (or pasted) rates after conversion by the multiplying factor in cell A77 in the Data worksheet.
VI. Conclusion

The authors welcome any suggestions about improvements to this document and to the mapping/graphing Excel templates. An effort has been made to provide as much functionality as possible, while ensuring that these tools are simple to use and require as little user-intervention as possible. Any maps that will be used for publication should be generated using a mapping or GIS program followed by a graphics illustration program. These tools allow for quick analysis of any health data at the RHA and SubRHA level without the need for expensive tools. Draft versions of reports can be easily generated using this tool and a more sophisticated solution is only for final publication.
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